. Inhibition of intercellular coupling stabilizes spiral-wave reentry, whereas enhancement of the coupling destabilizes the reentry in favor of early termination. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 303: H578-H586, 2012. First published June 15, 2012 doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00355.2012 reentry is a major organizing principle of ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation (VT/ VF). We tested a hypothesis that pharmacological modification of gap junction (GJ) conductance affects the stability of SW reentry in a two-dimensional (2D) epicardial ventricular muscle layer prepared by endocardial cryoablation of Langendorff-perfused rabbit hearts. Action potential signals were recorded and analyzed by high-resolution optical mapping. Carbenoxolone (CBX; 30 M) and rotigaptide (RG, 0.1 M) were used to inhibit and enhance GJ coupling, respectively. CBX decreased the space constant () by 36%, whereas RG increased it by 22-24% (n ϭ 5; P Ͻ 0.01). During centrifugal propagation, there was a linear relationship between the wavefront curvature () and local conduction velocity (LCV): LCV ϭ LCV0 Ϫ D· (D, diffusion coefficient; LCV0, LCV at ϭ 0). CBX decreased LCV0 and D by 27 Ϯ 3 and 57 Ϯ 3%, respectively (n ϭ 5; P Ͻ 0.01). RG increased LCV0 and D by 18 Ϯ 3 and 54 Ϯ 5%, respectively (n ϭ 5, P Ͻ 0.01). The regression lines with and without RG crossed, resulting in a paradoxical decrease of LCV with RG at Ͼ ϳ60 cm Ϫ1 . SW reentry induced after CBX was stable, and the incidence of sustained VTs (Ͼ30 s) increased from 38 Ϯ 4 to 85 Ϯ 4% after CBX (n ϭ 18; P Ͻ 0.01). SW reentry induced after RG was characterized by decremental conduction near the rotation center, prominent drift and self-termination by collision with the anatomical boundaries, and the incidence of sustained VTs decreased from 40 Ϯ 5 to 17 Ϯ 6% after RG (n ϭ 13; P Ͻ 0.05). These results suggest that decreased intercellular coupling stabilizes SW reentry in 2D cardiac muscle, whereas increased coupling facilitates its early self-termination. ventricular tachycardia; functional reentry; curvature effect; optical mapping; conduction GAP JUNCTIONS (GJS) ARE INTERCELLULAR channel structures that allow the exchange of ions, second-messenger molecules, and other metabolites between adjacent cells. In the heart, coordinated action potential propagation depends on intercellular current flow passing through GJs. GJ channels are constructed from connexins, a multigene family of conserved proteins. Deranged expression and organization of certain connexins in cardiac muscles have been demonstrated in a variety of diseased states including ischemia, hypertrophy, and inflammatory cardiomyopathy, all leading to arrhythmogenic substrates (12, 21). Pharmacological or genetic modification of GJ function has therefore attracted great interest as a putative novel antiarrhythmic modality (5). Ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation (VT/VF) is the most serious life-threatening arrhythmia. Many theoretical and experimental studies (11, 23) have revealed that spiral-wave (SW) reentry rotating around a functional obstacle (rotor) is the major organization mechanism to maintain VT/VF. As to the influence of GJ conductance (either increase or decrease) on the dynamics of SW reentry in the heart, however, information available is still limited, and much remains to be clarified (22) .
GAP JUNCTIONS (GJS) ARE INTERCELLULAR channel structures that allow the exchange of ions, second-messenger molecules, and other metabolites between adjacent cells. In the heart, coordinated action potential propagation depends on intercellular current flow passing through GJs. GJ channels are constructed from connexins, a multigene family of conserved proteins. Deranged expression and organization of certain connexins in cardiac muscles have been demonstrated in a variety of diseased states including ischemia, hypertrophy, and inflammatory cardiomyopathy, all leading to arrhythmogenic substrates (12, 21) . Pharmacological or genetic modification of GJ function has therefore attracted great interest as a putative novel antiarrhythmic modality (5) . Ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation (VT/VF) is the most serious life-threatening arrhythmia. Many theoretical and experimental studies (11, 23) have revealed that spiral-wave (SW) reentry rotating around a functional obstacle (rotor) is the major organization mechanism to maintain VT/VF. As to the influence of GJ conductance (either increase or decrease) on the dynamics of SW reentry in the heart, however, information available is still limited, and much remains to be clarified (22) .
In the present study, we investigated the electrophysiological effects of carbenoxolone (CBX) and rotigaptide (RG), which are known to decrease and increase cardiac GJ coupling, respectively (8, 25) , in a two-dimensional (2D) subepicardial layer of rabbit ventricular muscle by using a high-resolution optical action potential mapping system (9, 10, 22, 26, 27) . We have found that CBX stabilizes the SW reentry circuits, whereas RG destabilizes them in favor of early self-termination of the reentry.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental model and optical mapping. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Nagoya University. The experimental model and procedures of optical mapping are essentially the same as reported previously (9, 10, 22, 26, 27) . Isolated rabbit hearts (n ϭ 67) were perfused on a Langendorff apparatus with modified Krebs-Ringer solution at 37°C. Complete atrioventricular (AV) block was produced by destruction of the His bundle. A 2D epicardial layer of ventricular myocardium (ϳ1-mm thick) was prepared in 61 hearts by a cryoprocedure at the endocardium. The tissue was stained with a voltage-sensitive dye, di-4-ANEPPS. 2,3-Butandione monoxime (BDM; 15 mM) was applied to minimize motion artifacts, unless otherwise specified. Distant bipolar electrograms were recorded though widely spaced electrodes to monitor the ventricular activation.
The hearts were illuminated by bluish-green light emitting diodes (NSPE-590S; Nichia, Tokyo, Japan; dominant wavelength of ϳ500 nm), and fluorescence (wavelength Ͼ600 nm) was recorded with a high-speed digital video camera (Fastcam-Max, Photron, Tokyo, Japan) to acquire 10-bit gray scale images (256 ϫ 256 pixels) at a sampling rate of 1,000 frames/s. The acquired image covered the anterolateral surface (30 ϫ 30 mm) of the left ventricle (LV). To reveal the action potential signal, the background fluorescence was subtracted and low-pass filtering was applied (17) . Spatial resolution after filtering was ϳ0.1 mm. Isochrone maps of 1-to 4-ms intervals were generated from the filtered image. From normalized action potential signals, time points at 10% depolarization and 90% repolarization were identified, and the interval in between was defined as action potential duration (APD) at 90% repolarization (APD 90). Wave propagation patterns during ventricular tachycardia (VT) were analyzed by the phase mapping method (7) .
Measurements of conduction velocity and APD. Global conduction velocity (CV) and APD were measured during longitudinal propagation of planar excitation waves created by constant stimulation at a basic cycle length (BCL) of 150 -800 ms. At the beginning of each experiment, the direction of the fastest propagation in the center of the LV free wall was determined by stimulation with a monopolar electrode (diameter, 0.1 mm). Then, the central electrode was removed and a monopolar line electrode (a fine Ag wire, diameter, 0.1 mm) was placed near the LV base to produce longitudinal propagation of the flat excitation front. Global CV was calculated from the slope of a linear least square fit of the activation time plotted against the distance. The measurement of APD 90 was made at equally spaced 16 sites covering an 18 ϫ 18 mm square area in the LV anterior surface as reported previously (22) .
Induction of VT. Reentrant VTs (Ն5 nonstimulated excitations) were induced by modified cross-field stimulation. Eighteen basic (S1) stimuli (BCL; 400 ms) were applied to the LV apex through a pair of contiguous bipolar electrodes, and a 20-ms monophasic DC pulse of constant voltage (DS2, 20V) was delivered through a pair of Ag-AgCl paddle electrodes (diameter, 7 mm) placed on the lateral surface of both ventricles. The S1-DS2 coupling interval was shortened progressively in 10-ms steps to cover the whole vulnerable window of the S1 excitation. VTs lasting Ͼ30 s were defined as "sustained." When VTs lasted Ͼ60 s, they were terminated by application of DC shocks (20 ms, monophasic at 40 -80 V). In some experiments (n ϭ 6), VT/VFs were induced in three-dimensional (3D) ventricles of hearts without endocardial cryoablation.
Estimation of intercellular electrical coupling. Intercellular electrical coupling was estimated by two protocols; measurement of the space constant () and the diffusion coefficient (D) as reported previously (1, 20, 22) . In these experiments, magnified fluorescence images (each 256 ϫ 256 pixels) covering a square of 5 ϫ 5 mm were obtained through a photographic lens with a longer focal distance (Micro-Nikkor 105 mm, f/2.8D; Nikon, Tokyo) at a sampling rate of 1,000 frames/s.
The space constant () was measured by the methods previously described (1, 20, 22) . In brief, a 20-ms cathodal subthreshold stimulus was applied through a fine platinum electrode (diameter, 0.1 mm) during electrical diastole following a train of suprathreshold stimuli (BCL, 400 ms). Extracellular K ϩ concentration was increased from 4 to 8 mM to reduce myocardial excitability. Fluorescence changes in response to subthreshold stimuli were normalized by the amplitude of action potential signals in response to suprathreshold stimuli in each site (0 -2.0 mm from the stimulation electrode in the transverse or longitudinal direction). The relationship between the wavefront curvature () and local CV (LCV) was analyzed for the elliptical wavefront propagating from a single stimulation point (22) . In a continuous 2D excitable medium, the relationship between LCV and is expressed by the following equation (15):
where LCV0 is LCV at ϭ 0, and D is the diffusion coefficient, which is proportional to the intercellular coupling conductance (15) .
In these experiments, a 2-ms cathodal stimuli of intensity just above the threshold were applied (BCL, 400 ms) through a fine platinum electrode (diameter, 0.1 mm). The wavefronts close to the stimulation point (0.2-3.0 mm in the longitudinal direction) were fitted by ellipses, and at the longitudinal apex was obtained from their long (a) and short (b) semiaxes ( ϭ a/b 2 ; Ref.
3). LCV at the site of measurement (longitudinal apex) was estimated by the methods originally described by Bayly et al. (2) .
Statistical analysis. Data were obtained before (control) and 20 -30 min after application of CBX (30 M) or RG (0.1 M), and values were expressed as means or means Ϯ SE. Statistical comparisons were performed by ANOVA with the Bonferroni post hoc test, Student's t-test, or covariance analysis when appropriate. Differences were considered significant when P Ͻ 0.05.
RESULTS

Basal electrophysiological properties.
We first examined the effects of CBX (30 M) and RG (0.1 M) on the global CV and APD during propagation of planar wavefronts following simultaneous activation along a line at BCL of 150 -800 ms (Fig. 1A) . Global CV decreased significantly after CBX compared with controls by ϳ30% from values Ͼ45 cm/s to a level Ͻ40 cm/s at all BCLs tested (Fig. 1B) . In contrast, this global CV increased significantly after RG by ϳ10% at all BCLs (Fig.  1C) . Averaged values of APD 90 at BCL of 150 -800 ms in the equally spaced 16 sites covering an 18 ϫ 18 mm square were unaffected by either CBX or RG (data not shown).
Space constant. We measured the in the absence (control) and presence of either CBX (30 M) or RG (0.1 M). Application of subthreshold cathodal monopolar stimuli resulted in electrotonic membrane depolarization in the vicinity of the stimulus electrode, whereas suprathreshold stimuli elicited propagating action potentials ( Fig. 2A) . The amplitude of subthreshold depolarization decreased almost exponentially with increasing distance from the stimulation site (Fig. 2B ). CBX decreased along and across the fiber orientation ( L , from 1.26 Ϯ 0.09 mm to 0.81 Ϯ 0.02 mm; T , from 0.99 Ϯ 0.05 mm to 0.63 Ϯ 0.05 mm after CBX; n ϭ 5; P Ͻ 0.01). In contrast, RG increased along and across the fiber orientation ( L , from 1.14 Ϯ 0.09 mm to 1.39 Ϯ 0.11 mm; T , from 0.91 Ϯ 0.07 mm to 1.13 Ϯ 0.05 mm after RG; n ϭ 5; P Ͻ 0.01; Fig. 2, C and D) . Convexity of wavefront and CV. Next, we investigated the effects of these drugs on the relationship between and LCV during centrifugal propagation from a central point of stimulation. The wavefronts close to the stimulation point (0.2-3.0 mm in the longitudinal direction) were fitted by ellipses, and at the longitudinal apex was calculated from their long and short semiaxes (Fig. 3A) . Representative data for CBX are shown in Fig. 3B . There was a linear relationship between the two parameters; the higher the , the smaller the LCV. The slope of the regression line, which represents D, was smaller in the presence of CBX (0.12 cm 2 /s) than in control (0.37 cm 2 /s; P Ͻ 0.0005, covariance analysis). LCV 0 (LCV at ϭ 0) was 57.4 cm/s in control and 37.6 cm/s after CBX. Figure 3C shows representative data for RG. The slope of the regression line (D) in the presence of RG (0.55 cm 2 /s) was larger than in control (0.36 cm 2 /s; P Ͻ 0.0005, covariance analysis), giving rise to crossover of the two regression lines. Consequently, LCV after RG was larger than in control at less than ϳ40 cm Ϫ1 , whereas it was smaller than in the control at greater than ϳ60 cm Ϫ1 . LCV 0 was 58.7 cm/s in the control and 69.5 cm/s after RG in this experiment.
Covariance analysis demonstrated that regression lines before and after treatment were also significantly different in each of the other eight hearts (4 with CBX and 4 with RG). Figure   3D summarizes the data obtained from five hearts before and after CBX. D and LCV 0 decreased significantly from controls (from 0.38 Ϯ 0.01 cm 2 /s to 0.16 Ϯ 0.01 cm 2 /s; from 61.1 Ϯ 1.2 cm/s to 44.6 Ϯ 2.1 cm/s after CBX, respectively). Figure 3E summarizes the data obtained from five hearts before and after RG. D and LCV 0 increased significantly from controls (from 0.37 Ϯ 0.01 to 0.57 Ϯ 0.01 cm 2 /s; from 58.2 Ϯ 1.4 to 68.5 Ϯ 0.9 cm/s after RG, respectively).
We measured the ratio of long and short semiaxes (a/b) of ellipses fitted to activation wavefronts, as an index of anisotropic ratio of CV at BCL of 400 ms. The values for 3.0 mm distant from the stimulation point in the longitudinal direction tended to be increased by CBX (2.5 Ϯ 0.2 in control vs. 3.0 Ϯ 0.2 after CBX; n ϭ 5), although the difference did not reach a statistical significance. The corresponding values were unaffected by RG (2.4 Ϯ 0.1 in control vs. 2.3 Ϯ 0.1 after RG; n ϭ 5, nonsignificant).
Persistence of induced VTs. VTs were induced by modified cross-field stimulation in 31 hearts. The incidence of sustained VTs (as a percentage of total VTs) per heart was compared before (control) and after drug application. The effects of CBX (30 M) were examined in 18 hearts. One or more episodes of sustained VT occurred in 13/18 hearts in control, whereas in 18/18 hearts after application of CBX. The percentage of sustained VTs based on the total number of VT episodes per heart after application of CBX (85 Ϯ 4%) was more than doubled from control (38 Ϯ 4%; P Ͻ 0.01; Fig. 4A ). The effects of RG (0.1 M) were examined in 13 hearts. Sustained VTs occurred in 11/13 hearts in control but only in 6/13 hearts after application of RG. The percentage of sustained VTs/total VTs decreased significantly from 40 Ϯ 5% in control to 17 Ϯ 6% after application of RG (P Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 4B) .
Dynamics of SW reentry. Optical images of excitation during VTs were analyzed in detail in 15 hearts (8 for CBX, and 7 for RG) exhibiting visible SW reentry before and after drug application. Figure 5A shows a representative experiment with CBX (30 M). Under control conditions (30 s after VT induction), a single rotor circulating counterclockwise around a line of functional block (FBL, ϳ5 mm in length) can be seen at CL of 146 -148 ms. The reentry circuit was roughly stable and lasted for Ͼ60 s with moderate meandering. The distant bipolar electrogram showed monomorphic excitations. In the phase map, a phase singularity (PS) moved back and forth along the FBL (Fig. 5A, left) . In the presence of CBX, a single stable rotor circulating clockwise around a much shorter FBL (ϳ2 mm) can be seen at CL of 152-154 ms. The reentry circuit was stable and lasted for Ͼ60 s with minimal meandering (Fig.  5A, right) .
Figure 5B shows activation patterns during a short polymorphic VT (lasting for 23 s) after application of 0.1 M RG (the last 3 beats before self-termination). SWs changed their circuits in a beat-to-beat manner with CL varying from 144 to 172 ms. In beat i, a rotor circulated clockwise around a "Y"-shaped FBL (ϳ8 mm). In beat ii, the reentry circuit was shifted to the right and maintained around a longer "I"-shaped FBL (ϳ10 mm). In beat iii, the left arm of the "I"-shaped FBL bended in the middle and extended upward to make a "V"-shape. Consequently, the rotation center drifted upward and finally collided with the AV groove. The PS trajectory during these beats was illustrated in the phase map. A PS initially moved from the middle left toward the center and finally collided with the AV groove.
Similar modifications of single rotor dynamics (stabilization by CBX and destabilization by RG) were observed in the other Fig. 3 . Effects of CBX and RG on the relationship between wavefront curvature () and LCV. A: and LCV in the longitudinal direction were measured from isochrones (1-ms intervals) in a small area during centrifugal propagation under constant stimulation (BCL, 400 ms). Wavefronts close to the stimulation site were fitted by ellipses with long (a) and short (b) semiaxes, and at the longitudinal apex of the ellipse (black dots) was calculated from a/b 2 . LCV at the respective site was estimated from the local gradient of space-time coordinates of the wavefront (2). Protrusions of isochrones are artifacts produced by the stimulation electrode. B and C: representative results obtained from 2 hearts. Measurements were made before (control) and after application of 30 M CBX (B) or 0.1 M RG (C). There was a linear relationship between and LCV in each condition (LCV0: LCV at ϭ 0). The difference between 2 regression lines before and after CBX or RG was significant (P Ͻ 0.01, covariance analysis). D and E: summarized data of the slope of regression lines (D) and LCV0 in control and after CBX (n ϭ 5) or RG (n ϭ 5). **P Ͻ 0.01 vs. control. Fig. 4 . Effects of CBX and RG on the incidence of sustained VTs (Ͼ30 s). Incidence of sustained VTs was assessed on the basis of VT episodes/heart. Data (sustained VTs/total VTs) were obtained before (control) and after application of 30 M CBX (A; n ϭ 18) or 0.1 M RG (B; n ϭ 13). *P Ͻ 0.05 vs. control; **P Ͻ 0.01 vs. control.
hearts analyzed in detail. Figure 6A illustrates the transformation of the PS trajectory in four out of eight hearts with CBX and four out of seven hearts with RG. The average length of the PS trajectory per unit of time (1 s) decreased significantly after CBX (from 8.9 Ϯ 0.2 cm to 4.2 Ϯ 0.2 cm; n ϭ 8; P Ͻ 0.01), whereas it increased significantly after RG (from 8.3 Ϯ 0.2 cm to 12.2 Ϯ 0.8 cm; n ϭ 7; P Ͻ 0.01, Fig. 6B ). Figure 7 shows characteristic features of action potentials in association with drift of the reentry circuit in the presence of RG. Isochrone activation maps show in three consecutive beats during an 18-s polymorphic nonsustained VT (in a heart different from Fig. 5) . In beat i, a rotor circulated counterclockwise in the center of LV anterior wall around a narrow "V"-shaped FBL (yellow). Action potential signals at a-b-c-d (outer limb of the reentry circuit) and at e-f-g-d (inner limb) showed similar propagation toward the base (the right arm of the circuit). In beat ii, the wavefront in the outer limb (a-b-c-d) was preserved, but that in the inner limb (e-f-g) showed decremental conduction (see the red dotted arrow), giving rise to the formation of a new FBL ("L"-shaped). In beat iii, the activation wavefront from g proceeded downward through f and e toward a, constructing the left arm of the circuit. The same phenomenon repeated during subsequent beats, resulting in further drifts toward the right. Similar decremental conduction causing drift of the reentry circuit was observed in six other hearts in the presence of RG.
The effects of CBX (30 M) or RG (0.1 M) on VT/VFs were investigated in 3D ventricles of each three hearts without endocardial cryoablation. The incidence of sustained VT/VFs (Ͼ 30 s; as a percentage of total VT/VFs) per heart increased from 23 Ϯ 5% (n ϭ 3) in control to 85 Ϯ 11% (n ϭ 3) after application of CBX (P Ͻ 0.01). In contrast, the incidence of sustained VT/VFs per heart decreased from 17 Ϯ 8% (n ϭ 3) in control to 2 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 3) after application of RG (P Ͻ 0.05).
DISCUSSION
Key observations in this study are as follows: 1) CBX (30 M) decreases, whereas RG (0.1 M) increases global CV. 2) CBX decreases, whereas RG increases the space constant (). 3) CBX decreases, whereas RG increases the diffusion coefficient (D) estimated from the slope between the wavefront curvature () and local CV (LCV). 4) SW reentry in the presence of CBX is characterized by stabilization of rotation in favor of perpetuation of the VTs. 5) SW reentry in the presence of RG is characterized by destabilization of the rotation, giving rise to a prominent drift of the circuit and early self-termination.
Modification of intercellular electrical coupling and conduction properties. In the present study, CBX (30 M) significantly decreased, whereas RG (0.1 M) significantly increased global CV by ϳ30 and ϳ10%, respectively. These observations are concordant with previous reports (6, 7, 13, 25) . In isolated rabbit hearts under constant stimulation, de Groot et al. (8) demonstrated that CBX (50 M) decreased CV by 26 -39%. In isolated guinea pig hearts, Kjølbye et al. (13, 14) showed that RG (0.05 M) increased CV by ϳ20% in normal conditions. These changes in CV can be explained most likely by drug-induced decrease/increase in GJ conductance, because CBX and RG were shown to decrease and increase coupling conductance of paired cardiac myocytes without affecting membrane ionic currents (6, 8, 25) .
Our observations on changes of and D in response to CBX and RG are in line with this interpretation. In the cable theory, is defined as the square root of membrane resistance (R m )/ tissue resistance, and the tissue resistance is composed of intracellular and extracellular resistances (R i and R o , respectively; Ref, 15) . CBX (30 M) significantly decreased L and T by ϳ36%, whereas RG (0.1 M) significantly increased them by 22-24%. These changes can be ascribed to an increase of R i by CBX and to a decrease of R i by RG through their opposite modification of GJ conductance, provided that R m and R o are unaffected.
In a 2D sheet of cardiac muscle, conduction of excitation is affected not only by active and passive membrane properties but also by the geometry of the excitation wavefront (3, 4, 15) . When the wavefront is curved toward the direction of propagation (i.e., convex), the CV is lower than in the case of a planar wavefront because the local excitatory current supplied by the upstream cells distributes over a larger area downstream. A first-order approximation of the relationship between the LCV and wavefront curvature () in a continuous medium with uniform anisotropy has been described as follows (4, 24) :
where the subscripts "L" and "T" refer to longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. Our data plotting LCV against in the longitudinal direction (Fig. 3) are, therefore, formulated by Eq. 2, and the D value represents D T . The D values (0.37-0.38 cm 2 /s) in control are similar to our previous report (22) and comparable to those estimated from single point measurement of the elliptical activation wavefront in perfused rabbit epicardium (16) .
The present study has revealed that CBX decreases, whereas RG increases, D values significantly from the control level. This suggests that the curvature effect on the conduction is attenuated by CBX, while enhanced by RG. These results are in line with a previous finding (19) that partial intercellular uncoupling improves impulse propagation at an abrupt geometrical expansion.
Modification of SW reentry dynamics. The SW dynamics during VTs in the presence of CBX are characterized by a more stable rotor circulating around a short FBL with minimal meandering in favor of its perpetuation. Those in the presence of RG are, in contrast, characterized by a quite unstable rotor behavior, leading to a long FBL with considerable meandering and drift in favor of its early self-termination by collision with the anatomical boundaries. The drug-induced decrease or increase of intercellular electrical coupling is the most plausible explanation for these changes. From our analysis (Fig. 3) , CV of the convex wavefront at greater than ϳ60 cm Ϫ1 was almost unaffected by CBX, whereas suppressed by RG. The conceptual critical curvature ( c ) to block the wave propagation (LCV 0 /D; Refs. 4, 15) would be increased from ϳ160 cm Ϫ1 in the control to ϳ270 cm Ϫ1 after CBX, whereas decreased from ϳ160 to ϳ120 cm Ϫ1 after RG on average. This indicates that reentry circuits with extreme wavefront convexity will be preserved in the presence of CBX, whereas aborted in the presence of RG.
The anchoring behavior of the SW rotation to structural discontinuities should also be taken into account. Theoretically, the larger the c , the stronger the interaction between the SW tip and unexcitable obstacles (e.g., connective tissue or coronary vessels; Ref. 14) . An increase of c by CBX would, therefore, enhance anchoring (pinning), whereas a decrease of c by RG would prevent anchoring. Our preliminary experiments in a 2D epicardial ventricular muscle of rabbit hearts showed that an enhancement of GJ coupling by RG facilitated detachment of excitation waves from structural barriers, giving rise to creation of a new rotor (data not shown). It was demonstrated in our previous study in a similar 2D subepicardial layer of rabbit ventricular myocardium that a prolongation of APD (and wavelength) by nifekalant, a specific blocker of the rapid component of the delayed rectifier K ϩ current (I Kr ), caused destabilization and early termination of SW reentry; this action was associated with frequent front-tail interaction in the arms of SWs, giving rise to an increase in the wave breaks (27) . Destabilization of SW reentry by RG could be ascribed, in part, to a prolongation of wavelength resulting from an increase of CV at relatively weak wavefront curvature. However, the contribution of such a mechanism to RG-induced SW destabilization may be minimal, because RG, unlike nifekalant, did not cause a prominent increase of the wave breaks.
Limitations. We investigated the effects of CBX and RG on reentry dynamics using a 2D subepicardial layer of rabbit ventricular myocardium. Care should be taken in extending the results of this study to 3D hearts. When there is sufficient tissue mass, the chance of spontaneous termination of rotors through collision with anatomical boundaries could be reduced, and transmural twist of myofiber orientation might enhance rotor drift and SW instability, leading to a transition from VT to VF. In our experiments using 3D ventricles of intact hearts, however, CBX increased, whereas RG decreased the incidence of sustained VT/VFs. This observation is consistent with the results obtained from 2D ventricles.
We used BDM as an excitation-contraction uncoupler, which is known to alter ionic currents and intracellular Ca 2ϩ dynamics (17, 18) . However, this does not invalidate the present results, because the characteristic features of SW dynamics in the presence of CBX (stabilization) or RG (destabilization and early termination) were preserved in the absence of BDM (data not shown).
Previous experimental studies (13, 14) have shown that RG exerts potent antiarrhythmic activity through prevention of conduction slowing and dispersion of repolarization under a variety of conditions of metabolic stress, such as ischemia, ischemia-reperfusion, and acidosis. We observed certain beneficial effects of RG to prevent reentrant ventricular tachyarrhythmias in rabbit hearts under the physiological condition. Such effects could be enhanced under pathological conditions that compromise intercellular coupling through gap junctions. Further experimental studies using various proarrhythmia models will be required to substantiate this possibility.
Conclusions. Intercellular electrical coupling is an important determinant of SW dynamics in 2D ventricular muscle. A decrease of coupling by CBX stabilizes the reentry circuit, whereas an increase of coupling by RG destabilizes the circuit in favor of its self-termination. This may provide a new perspective in the future pharmacological approach for prevention of VT/VF.
